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In The Press:

Sharí Alexander has been featured as a communication and
influence expert in numerous major media outlets. She is a
regular contributor for Entrepreneur magazine covering all
areas of influential communication. Sharí is also a guest
lecturer at USC on sales communication skills.

Bringing the Dark Arts of Influence into the Light
Sharí is a persuasiveness coach known for bringing the "dark arts" of
influence into the light. She has built her career as a speaker, writer, trainer
and coach by revealing powerful secrets behind conversational influence.
For the past decade, Sharí Alexander has helped professionals become more
influential in every aspect of their lives. Her Los Angeles-based company
provides training around the world to help attendees increase their persuasive
prowess.
She has personally learned the best persuasive triggers and techniques
from CIA field agents, hostage negotiators. trial attorneys, con-artists,
undercover law enforcement, HUMINT officers, pick-up artists, and many
others. Her mission is to put these powerful skills in the hands of leaders so
that they can effectively be a positive influence in their businesses and lives.
She is an award winning speaker, corporate trainer and author, with the next
book Undercover Influence coming soon. She is certified in neurolinguistic
programing, body language, and micro expressions. Her clients have included
Fortune 100 companies, executives, politicians, professional athletes (NFL),
news commentators (CNN, ESPN), TV personalities (NBC, Discovery), and
New York Times Bestselling authors.

Observe • Connect • Influence
Bringing the Dark Arts of Influence into the Light.

Most Popular Program*
Description

Program Takeaways

What if you could have the same influential skills as a CIA agent who is
attaining an asset? What if you knew how to create instant rapport and have
the charisma of a successful con-artist? What if you could motivate people
with the same persuasive power as a hostage negotiator?

• How to create an Influential
Profile for everyone you meet

After intense study, research, and interviews with such individuals (and
more), Sharí Alexander is now teaching your group the secrets of
conversational influence. She has distilled the influential processes used
by the world’s best influencers into easy-to-implement techniques for
business professionals.

• Discover and leverage the
Influential V.I.B.E.S. of your
mark
• Use the Top 10 Persuasive
Conversational Techniques

Your audience will walk away with a deeper understanding of themselves
and the people around them.

• Ways to Prime Your Mark to
be receptive to your
suggestions

Sharí Alexander reveals a paradigm shift that will forever change the way
you see everyday conversations and high-pressure meetings. She
unveils the hidden levels of every conversation, teaches you to hone your
skills of observation, and practically read the minds of the people around you.

• Influential Recon - how to get
your mark to tell you everything
you need to know

Everyone has these resources available to them, you just don’t know how to
use them … yet.

Program minimum: half-day workshop. Program maximum: 3-day retreat

• Build better and stronger
connections with people using
the Covert Connection
Formula

Influence Intelligence
Inspiration for Professionals to Step into their Persuasive Power

Keynote Presentation
Description

Program Takeaways

Something is wrong with our society. A con-artist knows more about influential
communication than professionals who are wanting to create a positive impact
in their business and lives.

• The Mind of an Influencer - 4
principles that all influencers
use

And yet, people still get a little squeamish around the word “influence.” Gasp!
Sharí Alexander is on a mission to empower you to step into your
persuasive power and bring the “dark arts” of influence into the light.

• The Persuasive Process in 3
steps

In this keynote presentation, Sharí demystifies the influential process and
shows you how understanding influence can help you be your best self.
Positive influence isn’t a battle or underhanded. Instead, positive influence can
build stronger relationships, create motivated work environments, and (of
course) bring in more business.
Sharí shares stories and perspectives from her personal interviews with CIA
agents, hostage negotiators, con-artists, mentalists, and many other masters of
influence. Learn the same persuasive principles that they ALL use to
achieve their goals.
Persuasiveness isn’t limited to those who are on TV, have large fortunes, or sit
in the C-suite. Increase your Influential Intelligence with this enlightening
keynote presentation.
Program minimum: 30 minutes Program maximum: 90 minutes

• How being influential helps you
create stronger and better
relationships in business and
life
• The sad truth behind why conartists are so effective, and
how you can fix it
• Debunking Myths of what it
means to be influential
• How to set your Influential
Intention for maximum
effectiveness

Non-Verbal Influence:
How to be compelling through
body language
(and how to read others)

Description
Body language is filled with influential power, when you know how to
harness it. Understanding your own body language and interpreting the
signals from others gives you more confidence and control in any
situation.
Body language plays a critical role in sales, leadership, public speaking,
and networking. There is a hidden conversation happening at all times. By
the end of this program, you will see what others miss, giving you
leverage in every conversation.
Sharí Alexander teaches your group the best body language secrets for
being compelling and charismatic in conversations, meetings, and
presentations.
Using real world examples, illustrative stories, and audience participation,
Sharí reveals how you can connect with people quickly, detect
deception, and command a room.
Program minimum: 1 hour Program maximum: full-day

Program Takeaways
• Learn the Most Deceptive and
Most Honest Parts of the Body
• Create Rapport in Seconds
(and Learn When You Should
Break Rapport)
• Use Secrets for Charisma
• Learn how to Baseline Your
Mark to better detect deception
• Persuasive Postures for
different situations
• Create your own personal
Confidence Playbook

Persuasiveness
from the Platform
Description
Giving presentations is an important part of being an influential professional.
Presenting a new project to a small team, persuading a roomful of intimidating
executives, or motivating your workforce, all require the same skills and
knowledge of what make a speech successful.
It doesn’t matter if the presentation is 5 minutes or 90 minutes, the goals are
the same: be engaging and be persuasive. Sharí show you how to do exactly
that.
Don’t reinvent the wheel every time you develop a new speech. Sharí gives you
a simple and successful structure for creating impressive presentations.
She also shares the secret techniques that performers of all kinds use to
overcome stage fright.
Your group will have a more dynamic delivery, communicate clearly, and
persuade with power. (Isn’t alliteration fun!)
If you like, Sharí also holds “hot seat” sessions during the program. This gives
you the chance to see professional speech coaching in action! Sharí’s critiques
and insights are always compassionate and constructive. (Translation: no one
has cried after being on the hot seat.)
Program minimum: 1 hour Program maximum: Full day

Program Takeaways
• Create Your Speech with 10
questions
• Body language techniques for
Compelling Stage Presence
• Conquer Stage Fright Fast
• Capture the attention of your
audience with 10 Successful
Storytelling Techniques
• The speech structure that is
proven to Improve Your
Influence
• Connect with your audience by
incorporating the 7 Influential
Triggers

What people say about Sharí:
Shari illustrates ways to enhance awareness and identify
those cues which will enable you to break-through
communication barriers to build stronger connections.
Working with Shari is an empowering experience leaving
you feeling inspired and equipped to make a big impact in
your world!
Shari brings clarity around what it means “to be
influential.” It isn’t something either you have or you don’t,
anyone can acquire the skills. It’s being able to identify
what is important to the other person and learning to
develop rapport to enable collaboration. Shari guides you
through interactive lessons which you can put into action
immediately. Through this process you also find an
increased sense of self awareness during an empowering
and enlightening journey!
Shaina Baskett
Functional Analyst

I was struggling with some speaking apprehension and
knew that I could do better. Sharí’s expertise unlocked
the challenges I was facing. Since my time with Sharí, I
have since been promoted into a position where I am
giving presentation practically daily. She gave me clear
actionable steps that I continue to use to this day. I would
recommend Sharí to executives, directors, managers, and
sales associates of all sorts. Her coaching is powerful,
direct, and tailored to your strengths and personality.
Hands down, she’s great!
Jim Nation
South Area Healthcare
Vertical Accounts Manager

What people say about Sharí: (continued)
Sharí has a great passion! She has a wonderful gift for
attention to style and delivery.
Adrian Blanco
National Account Sales Manager
Sharí provided some great information that I can use
immediately. She kept my attention and made me laugh
(several times!)
Carl Foster
HR Manager
A very genuine and fun program that made it an enjoyable
way to learn.
Katrina Wiley
HR Manager
Sharí’s topic is very timely and needed in today’s business
environment.
Bruce Sanderson
Project Manager

As one of the top platform arena speakers in the country, I
have seen all kinds of speakers, trainers, and coaches take
the stage. Sharí is a rare breed of speaker who walks the
talk.
Sharí’s lessons and philosophies are well-researched and
well-presented. I think what impresses me most about Sharí
is how she interacts with her audience. She is compelling,
engaging, and personable.
I have referred clients and colleagues to Sharí for training
and coaching and have been tremendously pleased with the
results she has produced and the feedback from those she
has helped. I would recommend Sharí to anyone who wants
to increase their influence - whether it’s in sales,
negotiations, presentations, or leadership. I have seen Sharí
increase the confidence in the shy and socially awkward as
well as coach people in power to higher levels of
persuasiveness.
Jim Stoval
New York Times Best-selling Author
President

Sharí was recognized in a
SPEAKER Magazine
cover story as an
“Innovative Thinker”
by the
National Speakers
Association

Zoom in to read the entire
article about Sharí

Sharí Alexander Online:
/alexandershari
/sharialexander
/sharialexanderspeaks
/sharialexander
Some of Sharí’s Favorite Articles:
5 Ways to Be a Badass Leader, James Bond Style
Separating The Four Horsemen: Influence, Persuasion, Manipulation and Coercion
The Art of Having a Productive Argument
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contact@shari-alexander.com
323.609.3385

